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Cecilia Bengolea
It's always summer somewhere
13.11.21 > 9.1.22
Saturday 13 Nov. 2021:
11:30 > 15h. Opening at àngels barcelona.
18:30h. Hakai Dub. Cecilia Bengolea & Erika
Miyauchi (performance) at MACBA with the
collaboration of LOOP.
Bengolea's work can be described as hydro-feminist1, a term used by cultural theorist Astrida Neimanis2, who
speaks of "solidarity between aquatic beings through bodies of water." According to researcher Elena Lundquist
Ortíz3: “Today we see ocean acidification of the oceans, rising sea levels, dying coral reefs, and polluted
groundwater. Hydrofeminism shows us that we are all involved in this through watery interactions and
circulations. Today, planetary thinking is feminist thinking. In other words, storms have eyes and our eyes have
storms.”
Pollution can be seen as a kind of dark sylph that will spend lifetimes suffocating bodies that we cannot yet
imagine living on a planet whose surface may seem alien to us. As a dancer and choreographer, Bengolea is
concerned with how bodies transfer movement from one to another across cultural and generational contexts,
but this encounter with pollution in extreme way, which resulted in other questions: How could toxicity impact of
our planet?, or How do we move in the future?.
“The artist has long been inspired by choreographers such as Francois Malkovsky (France,1930), who
conceived dances that highlighted the loss of harmony between the human and non-human world caused by
the industrial revolution, striving to create a movement that would restore the planetary balance. Bengolea
considers herself an experimental dancer, a self-taught person who draws inspiration from ritual dances from
around the world, but especially in contexts where dance is able to elevate the human body to a realm where it
becomes one with the elements, as we can see in her video Lightning Dance (2018).” Diana Campbell, 2021.
“Cecilia Bengolea creates a dancing body that almost looks like a machine programmed to reveal the softness
of a universe that wants to speak to us through a dynamic flow of forces. The curiosity machine, a body that
activates the senses to discover an unprecedented resemblance between all beasts. In her dance, the artist
becomes a monstrous and wonderful hybrid capable of connecting everything that surrounds her with herself
and with us. Her dance consists of reaching a state of bodily and mental ambivalence. She is at the moment of
her dance - an energy that can take any form.” Chus Martinez, 2021.

In this first exhibition by Cecilia Bengolea at the gallery, we present a new video collage made in collaboration
with Jamaica's national synchronized swimming team while the artist was in residence at the TBA21 (ThyssenBornemisza Art Contemporary) Accademy, at the Aligator Head Foundation. Bengolea superimposes in this
video several layers of choreography, a collage of beings that could come from very deep waters, natural or
man-made explosions ... All elements that overlap, creating chaos and destruction. You will also be able to see
a series of recent works on a lenticular support that will turn the gallery space into a kaleidoscope of imaginary
beings.
The title of the exhibition refers to John Cheever's book, "The swimmer" (The swimmer, 1964), which director
Franck Perry made into a film in 1968. In this story, the protagonist decides to return home by passing from
one pool to another, as if it was an endless path of sun and water, carelessness, self-forgetfulness,
irresponsibility and promises of ideal and temporary relationships. Similarly, recently, Bengolea has spent
several years living only in summer. She has moved along the earth's surface following the sun’s path, gliding in
a synchronized way like an iguana that needs external heat. Its territory is the climate and its migrations, its
dance. Like tennis players, who always live in summer, travelling from one continent to another in search of the
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climate that favours outdoor sports. Always tanned and light, they are frivolous-looking beings, as living always
in summer alters their mood, but they are also extreme airs due to their energies rooted in their volatile state.
Cecilia Bengolea has spent several years like this, she has lived in residences in Jamaica to film the video that
can be seen in this exhibition as well as others related to the Caribbean weather, such as: Dancehall Weather
(2014> 2021), Shelly Belly inna Real Life (2021), Lightning Dance (2018), or Bombom's Dream (2016).
“Spending several years living only in summer was not an easy experience for her: she witnessed natural
disasters, floods, hurricanes, and Caribbean thunderstorms among other things. All this reminds her that the
weather is alive, and that its behavior is directly related to our actions." Victoria Colmegna 2021
“Movements are facts. Mainly, my job consists of the body, inventing its own sources, its own training. For what
purpose? To completely erase violence from the memory of the body, from my own body, but also from the
social body that we collectively constitute. The movements that I create have a common denominator: no
attacks and no hierarchy between movements. That is why dance is political.” Cecilia Bengolea, 2021.

In her performances, videos and sculptures, Cecilia Bengolea (Buenos Aires, 1979) uses dance as a means of
radical empathy and emotional exchange. Merging with the symbolic energies found within nature and human
relationships, her projects center around ideas of the individual and collective body. Based on the idea of
interdisciplinary art, movement, dance and performance work like an animated sculpture. Bengolea collaborates
with dancehall artists such as Craig Black Eagle, Bombom DHQ, Damion BG and with artists Dominique
Gonzalez Forster and Jeremy Deller. Her work with the French choreographer François Chaignaud, Pâquerette
(2005-2008) and Sylphides (2009) has earned her several awards such as the Paris Critics Award in 2010 and
the Young Artist Award at the Gwangju Biennale in 2014. She has also co-created choreographies for her own
dance company, for the Lyon Ballet (2013), the Lorraine Ballet (2014) or the Pina Bausch Tanztheater
Wuppertal.
Her recent exhibitions and installations include: Animations in water, Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao (2021),
Oneness Barroco, commission ArtBasel Messeplatz Basel (2021), Baisser Mortel, Bourse du Commerce,
Collection Pinault (2021), Dancehall Weather, Tryptiqu, Jean Nouvel train Station, Champel, Geneva (2020) or
Liquid Guru, Gallerie Andreh-Schiptjenko, Stockholm (2020).
Thanks to: Chus Martinez, Diana Campbell, Victoria Colmegna, MACBA, LOOP, TBA21 Accademy
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